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Expand your online sales

E-commerce has created new options in an uncertain

How does e-commerce integration enhance
my selling game?

supply chain and let mid-size distribution operations

Whether you’re just launching an online store or have

go toe-to-toe with retail giants. Cavallo integrates

been leveraging e-commerce channels for years,

seamlessly to leading online sales platforms at

Shopify and Magento understand how to make

multiple points throughout your distribution workflow.

your selling platforms friendly and easy to navigate.

What is e-commerce integration?

Not only will you close more sales; by integrating
your selling software with a full-service distribution

These software connectors plug into Cavallo

management solution, you’ll remove the hassle of

applications to unite your e-commerce platforms

switching software, transferring data, or manually

with your complete distribution operations software

tracking sales and inventory counts. Save your business

solution. Users can integrate these systems to ensure

time, money, and effort, all with one connector.

up-to-the-minute accuracy on sales data and
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inventory availability.

You should use an e-commerce integration if:
Your company struggles with inventory count
accuracy and timeliness

In addition to its flagship open-source commerce
platform, Magento offers cloud-based omnichannel

–

Syncing sales data is tedious and error-prone

solutions including in-store, retail-associate, and

–

You have low visibility into sales and order history

order-management technologies.
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–

What does it look like in action?
Automatically integrate data from your website to

Shopify provides everything you need to showcase

your inventory management solution to track sales

your products online, process payments, and make

from the moment they’re placed through the entire

your store work for you.

fulfillment processes. These connector tools let you
create a smooth selling workflow that speeds the
entire process and leverages automation to avoid
any human error. Easily import customers and orders,
track inventory levels, export items, and track order
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Introduction

Shopify Plus is a fully hosted enterprise eCommerce
platform designed for high-growth merchants.

status updates.
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